
Magic Tiers 

 

 
Elemental: 
Lore: 

Elemental magic is the root of all magic in Valhalla, reaching deeper than the hearts of the mountains and 

woven into the very fabric of the world.  As such, it is the easiest for mages to control and wield; and thus is 

favored by novice mages.  Based on the powers of Fire (red), Water (blue), Plants/Earth (green), Light/Life 

(white), and Death/Decay (black)   Each power grants the knowledge of a unique set of spells. 

Powers/Spells: 

The wielding of elemental powers produces 2 spells of basic power  and 1 spell of advanced power: 

 Fire: Soul Spark (basic), Fire Ball (basic), and Inferno (advanced) 

 Water: Soul Spark (basic) , Frenzy (basic), and Betrayal (advanced) 

 Plants/Earth: Soul Spark (basic) , Ironwood Blade (basic), and Bramble Wood Armor (advanced) 

 Light/Life: Soul Spark (basic) , Heal (basic), and Resurrect (advanced) 

 Death/Decay: Soul Spark (basic) , Rust (basic), and Decay (advanced) 

Consult the Element Star to learn what different spells do in battle. 

Use: 

To wield the elemental powers:  Shout the name of the spell and throw a spell packet at the spell’s target. 

Regulations: 

1. Mages are allowed to only have 7 spells per battle. 

2. Mages are able to pick major and minor spell colors, this indicates which spells can be used in battle.  

The breakdown of the spell selection is as follows: 

a. Only a major (only one color): 5 basic spells and 2 advanced 

b. One major and one minor (two colors): 6 basic spells from either color and 1 advanced spell 

from major color 

c. Three or more minors (three+ colors): 7 basic spells from any of the chosen colors 

3. To recharge spells, mages must meditate (remove themselves from combat) for 40 seconds per spell, 

note spells cannot be changed in battle just recharged. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Element Star: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Blue 
Soul Spark – basic attack 

Frenzy – causes rampage attack 

*Betrayal – gains you one ally 

Green 
Soul Spark – basic attack 

Ironwood Blade – double damage 

*Bramble Wood Armor – double armor 

Red 
Soul Spark – basic attack 

Fire Ball – basic attack 

*Inferno – instant kill 

Black 
Soul Spark – basic attack 

Rust – destroys weapon 

*Decay – rots three limbs 

White 
Soul Spark – basic attack 

Heal – heals one limb 

*Resurrect – heals teammate 



Runic: 
Lore: 

Runic magic calls upon the very nature of the elements, tapping into the pure primal power that binds the 

essence of Valhalla. Through advanced magical studies, you have unlocked this ancient power and learned to 

channel it through a set of mystic symbols, the runes. Favored by journeyman mages who have devoted their 

lives to the study of the arcane arts, runic magic is the next step for arcane mages after mastering elemental 

magic. Ten runic symbols have been discovered in the ancient texts describing the use of the elements of Air, 

Dark, Earth, Electricity, Fire, Light, Metal, Plant, Rust, and Water. Each rune grants a unique power that can be 

used to weave the fate of the battle. 

Powers/Spells: 

Wielding the runic powers produces one power per element: 

 Air: Destroys a ward rune. 

 Dark: Kills target enemies 

 Earth: Creates a ward that allows 
allies to pass but prevents 

enemies from following (needs 

multiple earth runes to work) 

 Electricity: Grants an ally or 
yourself double attack for the next 

3 hits 

 Fire: Deals a basic attack 

 Light: Resurrects ally 

 Metal: Repairs destroyed weapon 

 Plant: Grants an ally or yourself 

double defense for the next 3 hits 

 Rust: Destroys weapon 

 Water: Heals 1 limb 

Use: 

To wield the runic powers:  Shout the name of the rune while scribing it upon the air to activate its power, 

then throw or place the spell where you wish its effect to take place.  

*Consult the Scribing Steps below to learn how to draw each rune. 

Regulations: 

1. Runic mages are allowed to only have 9 spells per battle. 
2. Unlike elemental magic, spells have no predefined types and can be used to cast any rune the mage 

requires at the time. 

3. To recharge spells, mages must meditate (remove themselves from combat) for 40 seconds per spell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Electricity) 

(Metal) 

(Plant) 

(Dark) 

(Light) 

(Fire) 

(Rust) 

(Earth) 

(Water) 

(Air) 



Scribing Steps: 

 Air: 

  
 Dark: 

  
 Earth:  

 
 Electricity:  

 
 Fire: 

  
 Light: 

  
 Metal:  

 
 Plant:  

 
 Rust:  

 
 Water:  

 



Elementalist: Coming Soon… 

Alchemist: Coming Soon… 

 

Battle Mage: 
Lore: 

A battle mage relies on the combined use of elemental magic and physical combat, blending both magic and 

steel into a dance of death. Through hours of meditation and physical training, you are now able to wield both 

magic and blades.  However, you have yet to reach your full potential so your blades inflict no damage. Favored 

by journeyman mages who seek to gain power without pouring through dusty tomes in candlelit archives, battle 

magic is the next step for combat mages after mastering elemental magic.  Since you have embraced the use of 

steel, you continue to cast elemental magic spells. 

Powers/Spells: 

The wielding of elemental powers produces 2 spells of basic power and 1 spell of advanced power: 

 Fire: Soul Spark (basic), Fire Ball (basic), and Inferno (advanced) 

 Water: Soul Spark (basic) , Frenzy (basic), and Betrayal (advanced) 

 Plants/Earth: Soul Spark (basic) , Ironwood Blade (basic), and Bramble Wood Armor (advanced) 

 Light/Life: Soul Spark (basic) , Heal (basic), and Resurrect (advanced) 

 Death/Decay: Soul Spark (basic) , Rust (basic), and Decay (advanced) 

Consult the Element Star to learn what different spells do in battle. 

Use: 

To wield the elemental powers:  Shout the name of the spell and throw a spell packet at the spells target. 

To wield blades: Use your preferred weapon to defend yourself from enemies.  Just remember you can deal no 

damage with blade attacks. 

Regulations: 

1. Mages are allowed to only have 7 spells per battle 

2. Mages are able to pick major and minor spell colors, this indicates which spells can be used in battle.  

The breakdown of the spell selection is as follows: 

a. Only a major (only one color): 5 basic spells and 2 advanced 

b. One major and one minor (two colors): 6 basic spells from either color and 1 advanced spell 

from major color 

c. Three or more minors (three+ colors): 7 basic spells from any of the chosen colors 

3. To recharge spells, mages must meditate (remove themselves from combat) for 40 seconds per spell, 

note spells cannot be changed in battle just recharged. 

 

Enchanter: Coming Soon… 

Planeswalker: Coming Soon… 

 


